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Arkitek™ Collection

BOLD. ULTRA-MODERN. MINIMALIST.

If these words capture the design style of your project, then you’ll love our Arkitek™ kitchen faucet. 

Geometric forms, squared corners, and straight lines make this the perfect focal point of contemporary 

kitchens – all at a price point we think you’ll be pleasantly surprised by. With its ultra-modern styling, 

Arkitek™ brings a refined aesthetic and makes a bold statement in any modern kitchen space. 

For those who take pride in sleek, clean design, Arkitek™ is right there with you.

SKU DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE
LG534-LPMC Single Handle Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet $199

LG534-LPMS Single Handle Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet $235

LG534-LPMB Single Handle Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet $325

FINISH OPTIONS

Matte
Black (B)

Polished 
Chrome (C)

Stainless
Steel (S)

WARRANTY
© 2018 Spectrum Brands, Inc.  
Pfister is a trademark of Spectrum Brands, Inc.

19701 DaVinci  |  Lake Forest, CA 92610  
1-800-pfaucet   1-800-732-8238 
 
Designed in California, USA
PF-267777

pfisterfaucets.com/trade

CERTIFICATIONS

KEY FEATURES

CERAMIC DISC VALVE  

Ensures a reliable faucet built to last.

METAL LEVER HANDLE  

To withstand heavy usage over time.

TWO-FUNCTION SPRAYHEAD  

With standard stream for everyday rinsing  
and spray for heavy-duty cleaning.

FORWARD-ONLY HANDLE OPERATION  

Optimizes space for kitchens with narrow backsplashes. 

SINGLE POST MOUNTING RING 

Included to mount on the sink or countertop.

3-HOLE DECKPLATE  

Is included in the box, just in case you need it.

Pull-Out Kitchen
LG534-LPMC

Compliant with California and Vermont 
drinking water legislations. Meets NSF  
61/9 Annex G Lead Requirements.

Many Pfister products are rated to meet 
or exceed CALGreen criteria, which 
reduce the overall use of potable water 
within the building by at least 20%.

All Pfister lavatory faucets that begin with “LG” 
meet California’s lower flow rate regulations  
of 1.2 gpm @ 60 psi per the new California  
Plumbing Code (Effective July 1, 2016).

Models displaying the International Symbol of  
Accessibility are accessible by physically  
disadvantaged persons and meet all ADA/ANSI 
A117.1 requirements. The ADA symbol applies to 
valve control only.


